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RENTAL TOWER LIGHT
GLOBE 33000 Lm LED 

        

   

Product price:  

1.600,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

LIGHT TOWER GLOBE 33000 Lm LED - RENTAL 

LIGHT TOWER 33000 Lm equipped with 6 LED lamps capable of delivering a total light power of
250W, thanks to which it is able to illuminate an area of 1963 m².

 The 33000 lumen Light Tower Light globe is a perfect lighting fixture for night work and on-site
interventions, such as temporary site lighting, industrial maintenance or emergency lighting.  

  Equipped with a multi-lamp system that allows the balloon to continue operating in the event of a
lamp failure.  

The Light Tower Globe is supplied complete with a telescopic pole in chromed steel resistant to
corrosion and rust. The telescopic pole can reach a height of 5.3 m and can support a maximum
weight of 40 kg, in addition it gives excellent stability to the lightglobe even in unfavorable
conditions with wind up to 100 Km / h.

The lightglobe line is equipped with wifi and bluetooth connection, it can be controlled via a
dedicated app, downloadable on both IOS and android, giving you the possibility to make
different adjustments including light intensity, flashing light and many other adjustments .

The rental service in Turin and Italy 

Hiring a generator has never been easier: choose the product you want to rent and FILL OUT
THE FORM .

Our specialized staff will answer you immediately with the best offer for you!

The material available for hire can be shipped all over Italy and is always ready for action: our
team of technicians in fact always keeps it in perfect operating conditions.
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It is advisable for the rental of large quantities of cars to book in advance: this is especially
important in conjunction with trade fairs or events, where many will take advantage of the rental
service.

TECHNICAL FEATURES - LIGHT TOWER RENTAL 33000 Lm LED:

Diameter of the envelope: 70 cm
Height of the envelope: 37 cm
Maximum pole height: 5.30 m
Color temperature: 5000 K
Number of lamps: 6
Type of lamps: LED
Maximum power: 250W
Power supply voltage: 100 - 240 VAC
Power frequency: 50 - 60 Hz
Illumination area for activities at the first level risk (EN12464-2 standard): 452 m²
Open space ambient lighting area (EN1838 standard): 1963 m².
Lighting under the ball (placed at 4 meters): 155 Lx
Luminous flux: 33000 Lm
Overall protection class: IP 54
Net weight of the balloon: 5.6 Kg

Are you looking for a Lightglobe with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find the
full range of Lightglobe.

Non-binding images and technical data.

Delivery options are available for Turin and Italy.  

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50 / 60
Voltage (V): 100 - 240
Protection degree: IP54
Power (W): 250
Type of lamps: MULTILED
Lamps: 4
Telescopic pole: Acciaio cromato
Illuminated area (m²): 1963
Total lumens (Lm): 33000
Maximum height (m): 5.3
Weight (Kg): 5.9
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